Arts, Commerce and Science College, Bodwad
Class: F. Y. B.Sc.

PHY 101 Basic Mechanics

Unit 1 Vectors
Multiple Choice Question (1 marks)
1. If (A) and (B) represents two different physical quantities, which of the following
mathematical operations is /are valid?.
a) A  B

b) A  B

c) A  B

d) Both (a) and (c)

2. If (C)  B  A , then ( A  B )  C is ………..
b)  (C)

a) a zero vector
c) zero

d) none of these






3. A unit vector in the direction of the negative of the vector ( i  j  k ) is ……….




c) 

b)

1   
(i  j  k )
3

d)

3 (i  j  k )



a) (i  j  k )
1   
(i  j  k )
3







4. A vector (B) lies in the XY- plane and makes an angle (θ) with the positive Y –
direction; then the (x) component of (B) is ……….
a) B  tan θ

b) B  cos θ

c) B  sin θ

d) B  sec θ

5. If (D) is the resultant of (A) , B and C , then the magnitude of vector A  B  C  D
is ……….
a)

A 2  B2  C 2  D 2

b) Zero

d) A + B  C  D

c) A + B  C  D

6. A vector (A) has x and y components of 4 units and 3 units respectively, while (B) is of
length 8 units and pointed to words the negative (x) – direction ; then, the vector

(B  A ) is ………






a)  3 (4 i  j)








d) 3 (4 i  j)

c)  4 i  3 j




b)  4 i  j



7. If A = A x i , B = By  j , C = A  B and D = A  B then C  D  ............
a) A 2x  By + A x  B2y

b) Zero

c) A 2x By  A x  B2y

d) A x  B2y  A 2x  By





8. If, F  12 j and V  4 i , then the component of ( F) along the (V) is ………
a) 4

b) 8

c) 0

d) 16

9. If the velocity and time parameters are denoted by (V) and (t) respectively, then the
product (t  V) is ……….
a) a velocity of magnitude (t) times |V| .
b) a vector in a direction different from that of (V) .
c) a scalar of magnitude (t) times |V| .
d) the displacement in the direction of (V) .
10. If A  B  | A  B | then the angle between A and B is ………
a) 0

b) 45o

c) 90o

d) 180o

11. Two Vectors ( A ) and ( B) are such that A  B |  | A  B | then they are …….
a) parallel

b) antiparallel

c) perpendicular

d) inclined












12. Angle between the vectors ( A )  i  2 j  k and ( B )   i  2 j  k will be
…………
a) 180o

b) zero

c) 90o

d) 45o

13. The dot product of two vectors of magnitude 3 and 6; if the angle between them is 60o
will be ………..
a) 3

b) 9

c) 15.5

d) 18




14. If, A  A i , B  B j , C  A  B and D  A  B then C  D is ……
a) zero

b) a non zero vector








d) AB ( B i  B j )

c) AB ( A i  B j )

15. If one can walk 8 m East, stop and turn North and go another 6 m. stop and turn west and
go another 8 m, then the magnitude of the displacement is ……….
a) 6 m.

b) 0

c) 20 m.

d) 22 m.






16. A force F  ( 2 i  2 j  k ) acts on a body produces an acceleration of 1 m/s2 then mass
of body is ………..
a) 9 kg

b) 5 kg

c) 3 kg

d) 2 kg









17. A force (3 i  4 j) N acts on a body, which displaces the body by (3 i  4 j) M then the
work done by the force is ………….
a) 10 J.

b) 25 J

c) 12 J

d) 16 J

18. Two vectors ( A ) and ( B ) are perpendicular to each other if …………
a) A  B  0

b) A  B  1

c) A  B  1

d) A  B  0

19. Three vectors ( A ) , ( B ) and ( C ) will gives a triangle, if ………..
a) A  B  C

b) A  B  C  0

c) A  B  C

d) A  B  C

20. A quantity which is completely describe by magnitude and direction is known as
…………
a) Complex conjugate

b) Scalar quanits

c) Vector quantity

d) non of these

21. If A and B are two vectors then scalar product is given as ………….. .
a) AB cos 

b) AB sin 

c) AB tan 

d) AB cot 

22 If A and B are two vectors then vector product has magnitude …………. .
a) AB cos 

b) AB sin 

c) AB tan 

d) AB cot 

23 Self cross product is equal to …………. .
a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

24 Area of parallelogram = ……………

d) 0

a) magnitude of scular product A and B
b) magnitude of vector product A and B
c) magnitude of A
d) magnitude of B
25. Scalar triple product represents …………
a) Volume of sphers

b) Volume of cube

c) Volume of parallelopipe

d) none of these

26. Area of triangle = ………………..
a)

1
AB
2

c)

b)

AB

d)

AB

1
AB
2
AB
AB

27 If scalar product of two vectors is zero then two vectors must be ……….. to each other.
a) parallel

b) antiparallel

c) perpendicular

d) none of these













28 i × i  j × j  k × k  ………….
a) 0

b) 1

c) – 1

d) none of these

29 If three vectors are co-planer then their scalar triple product is ………..
a) zero

b) one

c) two

d) three

30. Two vectors A and B are equal if they have
a) the same magnitude and direction
b) the same magnitude but having different direction
c) the different magnitude and having same direction

d) None of these












31) i  i  j  j  k  k  ?
a) 0


c) – 1

b) 1










d) none of these




32) A = 2 i  j + k and B = 2 i  3 j + k then A  B  ?
b) – 2

a) 2

c) 6

d) 10

33 Direction of the vector product of two vectors is along
a) Parallel to the plane formed by the vectors
b) Perpendicular to the of the given vectors
c) Same direction as that of the given vectors
d) None of these
34 A  B  ?
b)  B  A

a) B  A

c) A  B

d) None of these

35 If three vectors are coplanar, their scalar triple product is
a) Zero

b) Unit

c) Infinity

d) None of these

36 The scalar triple product of three vectors is also known as the
a) Dot product

b) Cross product

c) Box product d) None of these

37 ………… represents the volume of parallelepiped whose edges are given vectors

A , B and C



a) A  B  C





b) A  B  C





c) A  B  C





d) A  B  C

38 The vector triple product of three vectors is a ……….
a) Scalar

b) Vector

c) Zero

d) None of these

39 ……….. can be expressed as scalar product of two different vector quantities



a) Work done
b) Force acting on a moving charged particle in a magnetic field
c) moment of force
d) None of these
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Unit 1 Vectors
1) A quantity which is completely describe by magnitude and direction is known as
…………
a) Complex conjugate b) Scalar quantities c) Vector quantity

d) none of these

2) If A and B are two vectors then scalar product is given as ………….. .
a) AB cos 

b) AB sin 

c) AB tan 

d) AB cot 

3) If A and B are two vectors then vector product has magnitude …………. .
a) AB cos 

b) AB sin 

4) Self cross product is equal to …………. .

c) AB tan 

d) AB cot 

a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 0

5) Area of parallelogram = ……………
a) magnitude of scular product A and B

A and B

b) magnitude of vector product

c) magnitude of A

d) magnitude of B

6) Scalar triple product represents …………
a) Volume of sphers

b) Volume of cube

c) Volume of parallelopipe

d) none of these

7) Area of triangle = ………………..
a)

1
AB
2

c)

b)

AB

d)

AB

1
AB
2
AB
AB

8) If scalar product of two vectors is zero then two vectors must be ……….. to each other.
a) parallel






b) antiparallel




c) perpendicular d) none of these



9) i × i  j × j  k × k  ………….
a) 0

c) – 1

b) 1

d) none of these

10) If three vectors are co-planer then their scalar triple product is ………..
a) zero

b) one

c) two

11) Two vectors A and B are equal if they have
a) the same magnitude and direction
b) the same magnitude but having different direction

d) three

c) the different magnitude and having same direction
d) None of these












12) i  i  j  j  k  k  ?
a) 0


c) – 1

b) 1












d) none of these



13) A = 2 i  j + k and B = 2 i  3 j + k then A  B  ?
b) – 2

a) 2

c) 6

d) 10

14) Direction of the vector product of two vectors is along
a) Parallel to the plane formed by the vectors
b) Perpendicular to the of the given vectors
c) Same direction as that of the given vectors
d) None of these
15) A  B  ?
a) B  A

b)  B  A

c) A  B

d) None of these

16) If three vectors are coplanar, their scalar triple product is
a) Zero

b) Unit

c) Infinity

d) None of these

17) The scalar triple product of three vectors is also known as the
a) Dot product

b) Cross product

c) Box product

d) None of these

18) ………… represents the volume of parallelepiped whose edges are given vectors

A , B and C



a) A  B  C





b) A  B  C





c) A  B  C





d) A  B  C



19) The vector triple product of three vectors is a ……….
a) Scalar

b) Vector

c) Zero

d) None of these

20) ……….. can be expressed as scalar product of two different vector quantities
a) Work done

b) Force acting on a moving charged particle in a magnetic field

c) moment of force

d) None of these

Answers:
1) c

2) a

3) b

4) d

5) b

6) c

7) a

8) c

9) a

10) a

11) a

12) b

13) a

14) b

15) b

16) a

17) c

18) b

19) b

20) a

Unit2 Differential equation
Multiple Choice Questions (1 mark each)
1. In Physics, the rate of change of dependent variables, w.r.t. the independent variable is
called as _____
a) Function

b) Derivative

c) Integration

d) None of these

2. A physical quantity (f) depends upon other physical quantities (x & y) can be symbolised
as _____
a) F = F (x, y)

b) F =  (x + y)

c) F = x + y

d) None of these

3. In a differential term

dy
, y & x are _____ variables respectively.
dx

a) dependent & independent

b) independent & dependent

c) both are dependent

d) both are independent

4. A mathematical equation, which involves the function & its derivatives, is called as a
_____ equation.
a) differential

b) kinematical

c) mass-energy

d) None of these

5. A differential equation consists of at least one _____.
a) Integration

b) derivative

c) both of these

d) None of these

6. Newton’s second law of Motion can be written as _____.





b) F = m P

→

a) F = m P





c) F = P





d) F = 2P




7. F = P is a _____ equation.
a) kinematical

b) differential

c) both of these

d) none of these


dx
8. In a different equation v 
, t _____ variable.
dt
a) dependent

b) independent

c) both of these

d) none of these

9. A differential equation, which consists of only _____ independent variable, is called as

an ordinary differential equation.
a) 0

b) 1

c) 2

d) 3

10. A differential equation, which consists of more than _____ independent variable, is called
as an partial differential equation.
a) 0

b) 1

c) 2

d) 3

11. In a differential equation,

d2 f
d2 f

 0 , there are _____ independent variable.
x 2
y 2

a) 0

b) 1

c) 2

d) 3

d2 f
d2 f d2 f


 0 , there are _____ independent variable.
12. In a differential equation,
x 2
y z 2
a) 1

b) 2

c) 3

d) 4

13. The Laplace’s equation is _____.
a)   0

b)  2  0

c)   0

d)  2  0

14. Laplace’s equation in 1-D is _____ differential equations.
a) ordinary

b) partial

c) total

d) None of these

15. The Laplace’s equation in 2-D and 3-D are _____ differential equations.
a) ordinary

b) partial

c) total

d) None of these

16. The power of the highest derivative, after the differential equation has been reationalised,
is called as the _____ of differential equation.
a) degree

b) order

c) power

d) None of these

17. The differentiable equation L

d 2q
dq q
+ R + = 0 is _____.
2
dt
dt c

a) first order, first degree

b) first order, second degree

c) second order, first degree

d) second order, second degree

18. The order of the _____ derivative in a differential equation is called as the order of a
differential equation.

a) Lowest

b) highest

c) any one

d) None of these

19 An equation

dy
 3x  2 is _____ order differential equation.
dx

a) first

b) second

c) third

d) fourth

20. A differential equation, in which the dependent variable and it’s derivative appear in the
first power, is called as _____ differential equation.
a) linear

b) non-linear

c) homogeneous

d) inhomogeneous

21. The equation m

d2 y
dy
+ R + ky= sinwt is ______ differential equation.
2
dt
dt

a) linear

b) non-linear

c) homogeneous

d) None of these

22. If the power of dependent variable or it’s derivatives is equal to or greater than 2, such
equation is _____ differential equation.
a) linear

b) non-linear

c) homogeneous

d) non-homogeneous

23. The equation

d2 y
dy
+ y + 3y = 0 is _____ differential equation.
2
dx
dx

a) linear

b) non-linear

c) non-homogeneous

d) None of these

Answers:
1. b)
2.
a)
6. c)
7.
b)
11. c)
12.
c)
16. a)
17.
c)
21. a)
22.
b)
Unit 2 Differential Equations

3.
8.
13.
18.
23.

a)
b)
b)
b)
b)

4.
9.
14.
19.

a)
b)
a)
a)

5.
10.
15.
20.

b)
b)
b)
a)

1) In Physics, the rate of change of one variable with respect to another is known as -----a) derivative

b) integration

c) entity

d) none of these

2) An equation containing derivatives of one variable with respect to another variable is called
as --------- equation.

a) linear

b) differential

c) homogeneous

d) non linear

3) An ordinary differential equation is containing ------------- independent variable.
a) more than one

b) two

c) only one

d) none of these

4) A differential equation containing more than one independent variable is called --------differential equation.
a) ordinary

b) linear

c) homogeneous

d) partial

5) An order of differential equation is the order of ---------- derivative in the equation.
a) highest
6) x 2

d2 y

dx 2

b) lowest

c) same

dy
- 2x 3 y  0 , This is a --------- differential equation,
dx

a) non homogeneous b) partial
7)

d) none of these

c) homogeneous

d) none of these

d3. y
dy
 6
.  3 y  0 is ------- differential equation.
dx 3
dx

a) first degree and second order

b) third degree and first order

c) second degree and first order

d) first degree and third order

Answers:
1) a

2) b

3) c

4) d

5) a

6) c

7) d

Unit 3 Laws of Motions
1. A stationary object has no forces acting on it. True or false.
2. Inertia is the property of mass in which An object at rest wants to stay at rest and an
object that is moving wants to --a. Stay at rest.
b. Stay moving in a straight line unless acted upon by another force.
c. Stay moving in a circular motion unless acted upon by another force.
d. Stay moving in a straight line but only if it has been acted upon by another force.
3. Frame of references are classified in to two types are
a. True and fictional.
b. Fast and slow.
c. Inertial and non inertial.
d. Real and imaginary.
4. Force that produces an acceleration of 1 m/s2 in a body of mass 1 K, is called.
a. One Newton b. Zero Newton. c. Slow Newton.
D. Two Newton.
5. Mass of object is quantitative measure of its inertia stated law is Newton’s
a. Newton’s first law. b. Newton’s second law. c. Newton’s Third law d. none
6. Mass of a body into acceleration is equal to.
a. Inertia b. displacement c. force d. momentum.
7. If two balls of same masses are dropped on sand, the depths of penetration is same if
a. Heavier ball is dropped faster than lighter ball
b. Lighter ball is dropped faster than heavier ball
c. The product ‘mv’ is same for both bodies
d. None of these
8. The rate of change of momentum of an object is proportional to
a. Mass of the body
b. Velocity of the body
c. Net force applied on the body
d. None of these
9. A football and a stone has same mass
a. Both have same inertia.
b. Both have same momentum.
c. Both have different inertia.
d. Both have different momentum.
10. Action and reaction forces
a. Act on the same body
b. Act on different bodies
c. Act in same direction
d. Both I and III.
11. An observer on the ground sees a hot air balloon rise up in the air with a speed of 10 m/s.
From which of these points of references does the balloon have the same speed?
a. A fellow observer on the ground
b. A bird flying in the sky.
c. A person running towards the direction of the balloon.

d. A person in the balloon.
12. Ram is in a car of a roller coaster which is moving at a speed of 40 m/s. At which of these
points of reference, will Ram seem to have zero speed?
a. An observer on the ground
b. A person cycling near the roller coaster.
c. A bird flying over the roller coaster.
d. A person sitting next to Ram.
13. Two cars, P and Q are traveling towards each other with a speed of 50 mph as observed
by a pedestrian on the sidewalk. From which of these points of references will each of the
cars have a speed of greater than 50 mph?
a. Only a passenger from Q.

b. Only a passenger from P.

c. From the observer.

d. From any passenger in both car P and Q.

14. The net force on an object is denoted by Σ F and its acceleration is denoted by ā . Which
of the following expressions is valid in an inertial frame?
a. ∑F = 0,

= ∞.

b. ∑F = 0,

= 0.

c. ∑F ≠ 0,

= 0.

d. ∑F = 0,

≠ 0.

15. Which of these statements is correct if Frame 2 is stationary and Frame 1 moves with a
constant acceleration with respect to frame 2?
a. Frame 1 is noninertial and frame 2 in inertial.
b. Frame 1 in inertial and frame 2 is noninertial
c. Both frames are noninertial.
d. Both frames are inertial
16. If Frame 2 is stationary and Frame 1 moves with a constant velocity with respect to frame
2 then which of the following statement is correct?
a. Frame 2 in inertial and frame 1 is noninertial.
b. Frame 1 in inertial and frame 2 is noninertial
c. Both frames are noninertial.
d. Both frames are inertial.
17. The net force on an object is denoted by Σ F and its acceleration is denoted by
of the following can be an inertial frame?
a. Frame 1: ∑F ≠ 0,

= 0.

b. Frame 2: ∑F = 0,

c. Frame 3: ∑F = 0,

≠ 0.

d. None of above

= 0.

. Which

18. What is a reference frame?
a. Frame of ideas related to science. b. A set of physical laws.
c. The center of system.

d. An observational point of view.

19. Why do we use reference frames?
a. To extrapolate result.
b. To reduce calculations.
c. To make approximations about the problem.
d. To specify an appropriate point of reference.
20. The maximum number of frames per process is defined by:
a) the amount of available physical memory
b) operating System
c) instruction set architecture
d) none of the mentioned
Answers:
2.
6.
11.
16.

false
c)
b)
d)

2.
7.
12.
17.

b)
c)
d)
b)

3.
8.
13.
18.

c)
c)
d)
d)

4.
9.
14.
19.

a)
a)
b)
d)

5.
10.
15.
20.

a)
b)
d)
c)

Unit 3 Laws of motion
1) Inertial frame of reference implies that ……….
a) Newton’s laws of motion hold good for real forces. b) the frames accelerating uniformly
c) Newton’s laws of motion do not hold good

d) none of these

2) A frame of reference which moves with constant velocity with reference to a stationary frame
of reference is called as --------- .
a) non – inertial frame of reference
c) rotating frame of reference

b) inertial frame of reference
d) absolute frame of

reference
3) A reference frame attached to the earth with respect to an observer in space …………...
a) is an inertial frame because Newton’s laws of motion are applicable in it.
b) is an inertial frame by definition

c) can not be inertial frame because earth is rotating about its axis.
d) none of these
4) Newton’s second law gives the measure of ……………….
a) acceleration

b) force

c) momentum

d) angular momentum

5) If two balls at same temperature collides then ……….. is conserved.
a) temperature

b) velocity

c) kinetic energy

d) momentum

6) A body is acted upon by a constant force then it will have a uniform ………….
a) acceleration

b) momentum

c) velocity

d) speed

7) A person standing on the floor of an elevator drops a coin. The coin reaches the floor of the
elevator in a time t1 if the elevator is stationary and in time t2 if it is moving uniformly.
Then…………
a) t1 < t2

b) t1 = t2

c) t1 > t2

d) t1 < t2 or t1 > t2 depending on whether the lift is going up or down

8) A reference frame attached to the earth ……………..
a) is an inertial frame by definition
b) is an inertial frame because Newton’s laws are applicable in this frame.
c) cannot be an inertial frame because the earth is rotating about its axis
d) none of the above
9) A particle stays at rest as seen in a frame. We can conclude that ……………
a) the frame is inertial
b) resultant force on the particle is zero
c) the frame may be inertial but the resultant force on the particle is zero
d) none of the above
10) A particle is found to be at rest when seen from a frame S1 and moving with constant
velocity when seen from another frame S2. State the possible option …………….
a) both the frames are inertial

b) S1 is inertial and S2 is non inertial

c) S1 is non inertial and S2 is inertial

d) none of the above

11) The force exerted by the floor of an elevator on the foot of a person standing there is more
that the weight of the person if the elevator is …………………
a) going up and slowing down

b) going up and speeding up

c) going down and speeding up

d) none of the above

12) If the tension in the cable supporting an elevator is equal to the weight of the elevator, the
elevator may be ……………………….
a) going up with increasing speed

b) going down with increasing speed

c) going up with uniform speed

d) going down with decreaing speed

13) A particle is observed from two frames S1 and S2. The frame S2 moves with respect to S1
with an acceleration ‘a’. Let F1 and F2 be the pseudo forces on the particle when seen from S1
and S2 respectively. Then………… are not possible.
a) F1  0, F2  0

b) F1  0, F2  0

c) F1  0, F2  0

d) F1  0, F2  0

14) A person says that he measured the acceleration of a particle to be non zero while no force
was acting on the particle then ……………………….
a) he might have used non inertial frame.

b) he is a liar

c) his meter scale might have been longer than the standard

d) his clock might have run

slow
Answers:
1) a 2) b
c 13) d

3) c

14) a

4) b

5) d

6) a 7) b 8) b 9) c 10) a 11) b 12)

Unit 4 Momentum and energy
1. The rate of change of displacement is ………
a) Force

b) Velocity

c) acceleration

d) Momentum

2. The product of mass and velocity is called as ….
a) displacement

b) velocity

c) momentum

d) work

3. The product of mass and acceleration is …..
a) momentum

b) force

c) work

d) energy

4. SI unit of acceleration is …….
a) m/s

b) m/s2

c) M s

d) m  s2

5. SI unit of linear momentum is ……..
a) kg m s

b) kg m/s

c) kg / ms

d) kg m2/s

6. Dimensions of linear momentum are ……..
a) [M1L1T1 ]

b) [M1L1T -1 ]
d) [M1L1T -2 ]

c) [M1L- 1T -1 ]

7. SI unit of work is identical with SI unit of ………
a) Force

b) Energy

c) velocity

d) Displacement

8. SI unit of work is ……..
a) Joule

b) Erq

c) Newton

d) N. m/s

9. SI unit of work is ……..
a) N. m

b) N. m/s

c) N/m

d) N. m/s2

10. CGS unit of work is …….
a) Joule

b) Erq

c) dyne

d) N/m

11. SI unit of energy is ……
a) Joule

b) Erq

c) dyne

d) N/m2

12. The ability or capacity to do work is ……
a) Force

b) Power

c) Energy

d) Momentum

13. The work done is positive, then K.E ………
a) Increases

b) decreases

c) Remains constant

d) None of above

14. When K.E decreases, then the work done is ………
a) Positive

b) Negative

c) zero

d) None of above

15. For zero work, K.E ……..
a) Increases

b) Decreases

c) Remains constant

d) none of above

16. According to Newton’s second law of motion, F is equat to ….
a) P

c)

d2 P
dt 2

b)

dP
dt

d) P  V

17. Newton’s second can be described by F = …….
a) m  V

b) m  a

c) m S

d) m

18. Principle of conservation of linear momentum is applicable to …….
a) Isolated system

b) Non-isolated system

c) Any kind of system

d) None of the above.

19. The recoil velocity of a gun is directly promotional to ….
a) Velocity of gun

b) Velocity of an operator

c) position of anoperator

d) none of above

20. If the angle between the direction of force and direction of motion is ……, the work
done will be positive.
a) < 90o

b) > 90o

c) = 90o

d) 0o

21. The work done is positive, when θ is ……..
a) < 90o

b) > 90o

c) 90o

d) 0o

22. The work done is negative, when θ is ……….
a) < 90o

b) > 90o

c) 90o

d) 0o

23. The work done is zero, when θ is ……….
a) < 90o

b) > 90o

c) 90o

d) 0o

24. 1 Joule = ……….
a) 107 erg

b) 10 7 erg

c) 1017 erg

d) 10 17 erg

25. 1 Kg .m = ………
a) 9.8 J

b) 98 J

c) 980 J

d) 980 cm/s2

26. 1.9 cm = ……..
a) 9.8 erg

b) 98 erg

c) 980 erg

d) 9.8 J

27. The relation between K.E (E) and linear momentum (P) is ……..
a) P =

2mE

c) P = (2mE)2

b) P = 2 mE
d) none of above

28. Gravitational P.E on earth’s surface is …….
a) Maximum

b) Minimum

c) Zero

d) none of above

29. The potential energy is directly proportional to …………
a) Height of a man

b) Height above the earth surface

c) Height below earth’s surface

d) none of above

30. K.E is directly proportional to ………
a) Velocity

b) (Velocity )2

c) (Velocity )1/2

d) None of above.

31. A bullet of mass 5gm is fired from a gun of mass 2 kg with recoil velocity of 5 m/s, then
the muzzle velocity of bullet is ……
a) 500 m/s

b) 1000 m/s

c) 1500 m/s

d) 2000 m/s

32. A man tries to push the wall and fails to displace it, the he performed ……work.
a) Positive

b) Negative

c) zero

d) None of above

33. Mutual energy is nothing but ……..
a) K.E

b) P.E

c) K.E + P.E

d) K.E – P.E

Answers
1.

b)

2.

c)

3.

b)

4.

b)

5.

b)

6.

b)

7.

b)

8.

a)

9.

a)

10.

b)

11.

a)

12.

c)

13.

a)

14.

b)

15.

c)

16.

b)

17.

b)

18.

a)

19.

a)

20.

a)

21.

a)

22.

b)

23.

c)

24.

a)

25.

a)

26.

c)

27.

a)

28.

c)

29.

b)

30.

b)

31.

d)

32.

c)

33.

b)

Unit 4 Momentum and energy
1)

The product of mass and velocity is called as ………………..
a) Force

2)

d) Momentum

b) Kg m/s

c) Kg m 1/s

d) Kg m2/s

Dimension of linear momentum ………………..
a) [M1L1T1]

4)

c) Energy

SI units of linear momentum is ……………………..
a) Kg ms

3)

b) Work

b) [MLT ]

SI unit of Energy is ………………………..

c) [M1L 1T 1]

d) [ML1T 2]

a) Erg
5)

b) Energy

c) Power

d) Period

b) Negative

c) Positive

d) none of them

When K.E. decreases the work done is ---------a) Positive

8)

d) Newton

When K.E increases the work done is ----------a) Zero

7)

c) Joule

The capacity or ability to do work is called ……………….
a) Frequency

6)

b) dyne

b) Zero

c) Negative

d) None

A bullet of mass 10 gm is fired from a gun of mass 1 kg with recoil velocity of 5 m/s then

the
muzzle velocity of bullet is …………….
a) 30 km /min
9)

b) 60 km/min

c) 30m/s

d) 500 m/s

A man pushes a wall and fails to displace it, he does……………
a) negative work

b) no work at all

c) positive work but not maximum

d) maximum positive work

10) A work performed on the object does not depend upon ……………..
a) force applied

b) angle at which force is inclined

c) initial velocity of the object

d) displacement

Answers
1) d, 2) b, 3) b, 4) c, 5) b, 6) c, 7) c, 8) d, 9) b, 10) c

Unit 5 Rotational Motion
Multiple Choice Questions:
1) Dimensions of angular displacement are ----a) [MLT]
b) [M0L0T0]
c) [M1LT-1]
d) [M2LT]
2) Unit of angular displacement is-----a) Degree

b) Degree/s

c) radian

d) Rad/s

3) Dimensions of angular velocity are-----a) [MLT]

b) [M0L0T– 1 ]

c) [M1LT – 1 ]

d) [M2LT]

4) Unit of angular velocity is------a) Degree

b) Degree/s

c) radian

d) rad/s

5) Dimensions of Angular momentum are-----a) [ML2T]

b) [M0L0T – 1 ]

c) [M1L2T – 1 ]

d) [M2LT]

6) S I Unit of angular momentum is-----a) Kg/s

b) kgm/s

c) kgm2s-1

d) erg/s

7) CGS Unit of angular momentum is--------a) Kg/s

b) kgm/s

c) Nm/s

d) gcm2/s

8) Dimension of torque is------

a) [ML2T]

b) [ML2T-2]

c) [M1L2T-1]

d) [M2LT]

9) S I Unit of torque is----a) Kg/s

b) dynecm/s

c) Nm

d) gcm2/s

10) CGS unit of torque is--------a) Nm/s

b) kg/s

c) dyne cm

d) gcm2/s

11) The moment of momentum is called--------a) force

b) lever arm

c) angular acceleration

d) impulse

12) Torque produces..-------a) Linear motion

b) rotational motion

c) both a & b

d) None of above

13) Which of the following has unit Joule-sec?
a) Moment of Inertia

b) torque

c) angular momentum

d) power

14) A couple produces--------a) pure linear motion

b) translational motion

c) pure rotational motion

d) no motion

15) In an orbital motion, the angular momentum vector is------a) in orbital plane

b) parallel to linear momentum

c) along the radius vector

d) perpendicular to orbital plane

16) An earth satellite is moving around the earth in circular orbit , in such a case what
is conserved ?
a) Velocity
b) linear momentum
c) angular momentum
d) none of above
17) A steel bob of mass m is tied to a string of length l is rotating in a circular path with
constant speed v. The toque on the bob is..-------.
a) mvl

b) zero

2

c) mv l
d) mv/l
18) In rotary motion, the linear velocities of all particles of the body are----a) same

b) different

c) zero

d) cannot say

19) A mass is moving with constant velocity along the line parallel to the axis away
from the origin. Its angular momentum w.r.t to the origin is...-----a) zero

b) constant

c) goes on increasing
d) goes on decreasing
20 ) Two particles having mass (M) and m are moving in a circular path having radius (R)
and (r). If their time periods are same, then the ratio of angular velocities will be..-a) r/R
b) R/r
c) 1
d) √R/r
21) When a torque on a system is zero, which of the following will be constant..-a) force

b) linear momentum

c) linear impulse

d) none of these

22) Angular momentum of the body is defined as the product of -------a) mass and angular velocity

b) centripetal force and radius

c) linear velocity and angular velocity d) Moment of Inertia and angular velocity
23) On applying a constant torque on a body---------

a) linear velocity increases
b) angular velocity increase
c) it will rotate with constant velocity d) it will move with constant velocity
24) If wheels of two vehicles are made thicker at the axel and thinner at the rim, the
moment of force to rotate it will---------a) increase
c) decreases

b) be zero
d) not change

25) A disc will rotating with an angular speed of . If a child sits on it, which of the
following is conserved?
a) Kinetic energy
c) Linear momentum
Answers: 1) b,

2)
7)

b) Potential energy
d) Angular momentum
c,

3)

b,

4)

d,

5)

c,

d,

8)

b,

9)

c,

10)

c,

6)

c,

11)

b.

12)

b,

13)

c,

14)

b,

15)

d,

16)

c,

17)

b,

18)

b,

19)

b,

20)

c,

21)

d,

22)

d,

23)

b,

24)

c,

25)

d

Unit 5 Rotational Motion
1)

Dimension of torque
a) [MLT]

2)

c) Nm

d) none of them

b) [M2L2T-1]

c) [M1L1T0]

d) [ML3T-2]

b) gcm2/s

c) nm/s

d) erg dyne/sec

SI unit of Angular Momentum is --------------------a) erg dyne/sec

6)

b) dyne cm

CGS unit of Angular Momentum is -----------------a) Kgm2/s

5)

d) [M1L1]

Dimension of Angular Momentum ----------a) [ML2T-1]

4)

c) [ML2T-2]

SI Unit of torque is ---------------------a) Joule meter

3)

b) [M1L-1T]

b) gcm2/s

c) nm/s

d) Kgm2/s

c) dyne cm

d) Nm

CGS unit of torque is ---------------a) dyne cm

b) Joule meter

7) The moment of inertia of body does not depend on………
a) mass of the body

b) position of axis of rotation c) velocity of the body d) shape of the

body
8) The moment of momentum is called as……………..
a) couple

b) torque c) impulse

d) angular momentum

Answers:
1) C 2) c 3) a 4) b 5) d 6) a 7) c 8) d
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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